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ART & PHOTOGRAPHY ARE DIFFERENT STRANDS OF THE  
SAME QUALIFICATION, SO YOU ARE UNABLE TO CHOOSE BOTH.

GCSE ART
GCSE PHOTOGRAPHY

Making the right choice! 

OR



What will I learn by taking Art or Photography? 

Both courses allow you to become a creative individual.

The courses build self confidence and develop your independent learning skills.

Art & Photography are popular because they encourage you to explore and 
experiment with a wide range of traditional and up to date media and techniques.  

Students learn to work following their own interests within the themes and 
research artists or photographers that are relevant to their own ideas.

You will learn to become more confident in using your digital slr camera.You will  develop your practical fine art techniques.

You will learn how to use a wide range of art materials.

You will learn how to take more interesting and thoughtful images.You will learn about artists and their context

You will learn about photography genres.

Art Photography



Most art lessons will be spent working in the 
art room -  lessons would include discussion, 

research, studying exemplars, experimenting 
with a range of media and techniques in  the 

sketchbook or on a larger scale. 

What will I do for homework? 

Complete  classwork and explore artists that inspire you.

The majority of the lessons will be spent working in 
the computer suite - A photography lesson may be 

used to analyse a photographers image, to 
understand technique, intention and how effective 
the image is. You will take photographs as a group, 

using each other as models.  You may be editing, 
using photo shop,  developing and refining your 

photo shoot images.

What might a lesson be like? GCSE PhotographyGCSE Art

What will I do for homework?   

Organise and take your own photo shoots depending on the theme.



Theme based courses, explored through historical Artists or genres 
in photography.

GCSE Art course themes 
Freedom - Drawing, mixed media, 
stencil, wax resist, ink and etching. 

Surface and the Abstract - Drawing, 
painting and Lino print. 

Reflection - Drawing, photography and 
own chosen media.

GCSE Photography themes and genres 

Urban Nomad - Documentary/street 
photography.   

Natural world - landscape, nature /macro, 
environmental.   

Portraiture -Selfies, candid/street, glamour/
fashion,  surreal, lifestyle and conceptual.  

What sort of content would be studied?   

Both courses are to develop your creative skills by finding your most successful style of working through experimentation.

What is the course about? 

Both qualifications are achieved from 60% coursework & 40 % final exam/project.



What does GCSE Art look like?

You will have the chance during this two year course to use many different materials and to experiment with different techniques.  This 
enables you to discover your strengths within the subject so we can work with them allowing you to achieve the best grade you can!



What does Gcse Photography look like?

You will have the chance during this two year course to use many different photography techniques and to experiment with different 
Genres.  This enables you to discover your strengths within the subject so we can work with them allowing you to achieve the best 

grade you can!



What kind of student might benefit from taking  Art or Photography?

Do you enjoy being creative ? 
Students that have a passion for either art or photography, that are self motivated and keen to explore ideas.

Would you regularly find the time to go and photograph different locations in your spare time?

Do you like to paint and draw?

Do you enjoy getting out and are confident to take photographs whilst in public settings?

Do you enjoy sitting and working on a computer?

Do you enjoy studying other artists work?

Students need to be prepared to work in their own time.

Do you experiment with your camera when taking photographs?

Do you enjoy spending your hours making work in your sketch book using a wide range of media?

Photo shop 
IT 

Photo shoots of 40 images each 
Working on the computers 

Experimenting with photographic techniques 
Mixed media

Drawing 
Painting 

Designing 
Printing 

Mixed media

ART PHOTOGRAPHY

Do you like creating backgrounds for your presentations.



What sort of careers/next steps might it lead to?

 Extended Diploma 

Why choose GCSE Art and Design or Photography?   If you enjoy being creative, want to increase your practical skills 
and improve your analytical, communication and research abilities, art and design is a great choice. The skills you 

gain make it a great complement to other subjects.
A LevelsApprenticeship

Animator
Advertising

Graphic designer

Magazine features editor
Medical Illustrator

Photographer

Press photographer

Film /video editor/maker

PhotographyArt

Community arts worker
Advertising

Illustrator

Fashion designer

PublisherMake- up artist

Degree courses



Which is easier?

Both subjects require research, investigation and analysis of artists/photographers and images and lots of your  time.

Do you prefer to experiment with materials or work at the computer?

So how are the 2 subjects different?

The question should be: what do I enjoy doing the most?   

Do you enjoy presenting your work on powerpoint or creating backgrounds to hand write  your research?

Do you have the patience to to draw and paint until a work is complete?

Are you happy to photograph people  and places whilst you are out and about?

Spending time out looking for photo opportunities or sketching or painting.

I hope that helped!  Art or Photography?

Do you have a digital SLR camera to use? This will be necessary for the photography course.


